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Q: A year or so ago we finally upgraded our multiple-Definity system to an S8730
system. The smaller locations that used to have their own Definity systems now have
media gateways running off the main server. However, each location still has it’s own
PRI that was just carried over from the old configuration. I am having a problem figuring
out how to have the individual locations use their own trunks for outbound calls. I still
want them to be able to roll over to the trunks at the main location if their local PRI’s are
busy or out of service.
A: This is much easier to accomplish in the newer Communication Manager software
than it was in the Definity days. First, you will need to verify that each of the remote
sites was set up as a separate location. Use the command “display locations” to verify
this.
It sounds like you are probably familiar with using the “change ars analysis”
command to set up call routing. A new feature has been added so each location can have
it’s own unique ARS analysis table. The new syntax for the command is “change ars
analysis location x”. There is still an ARS analysis table that covers all locations, so the
only entries you need to add in the specific location tables are those that are unique to
that location. A call originated from a station located in location 2, for example, would
look at the ARS analysis table for location 2 first. If a match is found it will follow
whatever route pattern is assigned there. If no match is found in the “location” table, the
system will look in the “all” table, and route the call accordingly.
So, in the route patterns you assign in the “location” tables, have the local PRI’s as the
primary trunk choice, and the trunks at the main location as the secondary choice.
And as always, if questions please call 800-452-6477.

